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This is a publication to commemorate the 100th birth year of the
Reverend Father Emmanuel Ferdinand More.
Society of Jesus,
born on 20th July, 1907 in Spain.
Produced by the alumni of
Campion School, Bhopal who graduated in the years 1969-71,
with the kind support of many other alumni,
Campion School staff and well-wishers.
We hope you will find this small tribute to
Fr. More inspiring.
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Society of Jesus - Secretariat for Education
Compania de Jesus - Secretariado de Education
Compagnie de Jesus - Secretariat pour I'Education
Borgo S. Spirito, 4 C.P. 6139, 00195 Roma Prati, ITALY

Dear Founding Students of Campion School,
As Secretary of Education, Society of Jesus, it is a pleasure for me to congratulate you
as you celebrate the 100th anniversary of the birth of your beloved Father Emanuel F. More.
Your fond memories of Father More attest to the profound and lasting impact
which he had on your growing-up years.
You were truly blest to live in such close contact with a Jesuit priest.
who was revered as an outstanding educator and humanitarian
in India as well as in his native Spain.
The legacy of Father More is to be found in you, his students.
In living your life in accordance with the values which he taught you,
you will do him great honour.
With every best wish,

Thomas F. Roach, S.J.
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Memorial Service at Campion School, Bhopal
Extracts from Tributes delivered on 29 December, 2006
Goodness still exists in this world and people do remember the good deeds and services rendered by great
people. I am truly impressed that after decades the old students still revere and remember Fr. More.
Fr. More's life and deeds are a living example of greatness and shine even today like a star.

Hon. Dr. Balram Jakhar
Governor of Madhya Pradesh

It gives me great joy to see that the spirit of Fr. More is still alive in his old students. I hope that the Spirit of Fr. More
not only continues to inspire his old students but also the present and future students of Campion School.

Dr. Pascal Topno
Archbishop, Bhopal

The ex-students of Campion School of 69-71 have deeply realized and experienced the great personality of Fr.
More. As a Principal he was a great source of inspiration and had positive and everlasting influence on their lives.
This is a touching and historic event as the ex-students are showing their gratitude to their beloved principal on the
occasion of his Centenary. Congratulations and Best Wishes. May God Bless each one of you!

Marianose Kerketta
Principal
Campion School, Bhopal
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Mr A K Ojha (Chemistry Teacher, 1965-2005)
A big visionary who saw the needs of students of Bhopal as early as 1965 and ensured that they were met. a
person who lived a simple life, bordering on poverty, so that today Campion could live in prosperity.
Ms Uma Sharma (Class Teacher, 1965-1971)
Father More was a rare combination of intellect, vitality, dedication, gentleness and understanding. He had a
commanding personality and a keen foresight. With his vision and dynamism he built Campion as a living and
vibrant institution that has been growing ceaselessly. He was as much an institution in himself as the one he has
bequeathed to Bhopal.
Commodore Mohan Gidwani (1969)
A sincere, selfless apostle who dedicated his life to the glory of Campion, Father E F More taught us the values of
life and dignity of labour. He groomed us to be effective citizens of the country. We, the batch of '69 consider
ourselves extremely fortunate to have been trained under his able guidance and leadership and having spent our
formative years under his watchful eyes. As someone has rightly said - to know Father More is to experience him.
May his soul rest in peace.
Dilip Rao (1970)
If our purpose in life is to find a way to the Truth, then Father
More, you have surely shown us a way. Not by preaching
but by your own example of selfless service that has
influenced thousands of us.
May I ask for your blessings so that we may be inspired by
your guiding spirit.

Since 1989 paying homage to Fr. More on his Birth & Death
Anniversary is an tradition with the old Boys
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Fr. More was given orders by Vatican Authorities to
march to India and impart teachings and training to
the Indian children and inculcate the true values of
life, not only education.
Bombay Campion, near Church Gate, and its
thousands of Alumni are witness to his dedication in
the field of Scouting and Education. Celebrities such
as the great Showman of Bollywood, the late Raj
Kapoor was a relieved man after getting his sons
Randheer and Rishi Kapoor admitted to Campion
under the wing of Fr. More.

T

he name Fr. E. F. More S.J. lets loose a chain
of memories deeply embedded in the memory
of thousands of ex-Campionites for whom he was
the fatherly figure of utmost respect.
The city of Bhopal owes a lot to this man of Spanish
origin who joined the difficult path of priesthood at a
very tender age. In fact Bhopal tasted the likes of
western education of the highest standard, in the
true European convent education style, due to this
magnanimous, yet so humble, a man.
Born on July 20th 1907 in Spain, Emmanuel was of a
totally different species from the beginning. He was
more interested in social service and hence at a very
tender age joined the path of priesthood after long
discussions amongst family members.

When Campion Old Boys Association, Bhopal
celebrated the Silver Jubilee of Campion School in
1990 in a grand way, Retd. Admiral Tahaliani, the
then Governor of Sikkim, was the Chief Guest.
Despite the distance and his busy schedule he
consented to be present at the function solely due to
Fr. More. During the function he disclosed that Fr.
More was his Scout Master in Mumbai.

The Institution
that was Fr. More
Dr. Pradeep Chourey (1975)
Dr De'Souza, the famous oncologist and cancer
specialist of Tata Memorial Hospital, Mumbai, says
he owes his education and position to Fr. More.
From Mumbai Fr. More came to Bhopal on orders
from Rome and founded the now famous Campion
School which was to carve a niche for itself in years
to come and would be declared as one of the top ten
schools in the country.
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Fr. More had a wide fan following which included
Chief Ministers such as Shri S.C. Shukla, State
Governors, Arch Bishop the late Fr. Eugene
D'Souza, I.G Madhya Pradesh the late Shri M.N.
Nagu, the then Education Minister and presently
H.R.D. Minister Shri Arjun Singh, the Nawab family
of Bhopal, Chief Secretaries, film stars such as the
late Shri Johnny Walker and Shri Raj Kapoor, to
name but a few.

Krishna.
He came to India as a Teacher and made Bhopal his
home. A great lover of music, he emphasized laying
equal stress on academics, games, sports, picnics,
debates, dramatics, arts and other extra-curricular
pursuits.
On the Republic Day Parade at the Lal Parade
Ground, Campion school would have the largest
contingent including Air and Sea Scouts, Army,
Naval and Air wings of N.C.C in smart crisp uniforms
and snapping up all the awards for marching. Of
course, Fr. More would lead
the contingent.

The Campionites under Fr. More not only excelled in
studies and regularly filled the merit list of the Higher
Secondary results of M.P.
but made their presence
felt in the field of sports in
He was a Christian by faith yet more
the country including
secular than most of our champions of
Football, Hockey and
secularism. A real Karma Yogi
Cricket, producing National
believing in Karma rather than the fruits.
Junior players such as the
late Feroz Sheriff.
The top engineering and
medical colleges of the State and country, National
Defence Academy, Film Institute, Indian
Administrative and Police Services, Indian Foreign
Service, United Nations, top Corporate houses, top
politicians and doctors of the country and abroad are
ex-Campionites, and they still cherish the memories
of their pillar of strength in the corridors of Campion
School. They experience the presence of Fr. More
quietly guiding and watching them from his heavenly
abode so that each one of us may make an effort to
achieve the goals he set when he was alive.

Fr. More received the
highest award of Scouting “The Silver Elephant”
from the late Shri
Venkataraman, past
President of India.

After Campion School Bhopal, Fr. More went to
Solan, H.P. as Principal of St Lukes School where he
stayed for a few years and then returned to Bhopal
post-retirement.

A person of calm and serene disposition, Fr. More
was extremely soft-spoken and polite. Christian by
faith he was more secular than our champions of
secularism.
A real Karma Yogi believing in Karma rather than the
fruits, the true teachings of Mahabharatha and Lord
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Even after retirement, Fr. More continued to be
associated with social service, this time for the poor.
He did this in association with his trusted lieutenants
the ex-Campionites, who by now had formed the
Campion Old Boys Association in 1979 under his
direct guidance and patronage. Along with Fr.
Tucker, he would organize free medical camps in the
slums near Campion where we distributed
medicines, immunized children and taught civic
values and cleanliness. He also opened a primary
school in Shahpura slum area for poor children.

meat vendor, Habib Bhai (of samosa fame) the 70year-old car mechanic and many more.
Habib Bhai (of samosa fame) the 70-year-old car
mechanic and many more.
I know how other ex-Campionites, who were
associated with Fr. More, must be feeling. They also
have an ocean of memories of this Spanish man who
has influenced our lives in such a manner that our
plinths will remain stronger throughout our lives.

On the fateful day of 13th August 1988, he breathed
his last in the Asha Niketan
I remember taking him to
hospital room just two
the then CMO of Bhopal Dr.
hours after I visited him
Is
our
beloved
Fr.
More
dead?
Tandon of J.P. hospital to
there. He had a heavenly
No, legends like him never die. They
request him to provide staff
calm on his face, a satisfied
for free immunization and
simply fade away leaving behind
soul who believed that his
polio drops and Vitamin A
their footprints on the sand's of time.
sons would fare well
solution for poor children.
wherever they are.
Dr. Tandon had no words to
express his feelings for this
Is our beloved Fr. More
Karma Yogi, becoming so overcome with emotion.
dead? No, legends like him do not die. They simply
fade away leaving behind their footprints on the
During his last month of life, he was quite weak but
footprints on the sands of time and their spirits in our
efficiently mobile. I took Fr. More for some
hearts forever.
radiological investigations to a X-Ray clinic. The
Radiologist, though not an ex-Campionite, refused
to accept payment. “Fr. More you have given a lot to
the people of Bhopal” he said. “This is my respect for
you, please accept it”. This was on his last birthday
i.e. 20th of July 1988, a day which I spent with him.
During his last couple of days, he stopped taking
food and remained silent in the private ward of Asha
Niketan hospital which he had helped in setting up,
not talking to the sisters there. When I would visit him
he talked without a break! “Father you will only talk to
your sons!”, the sisters would teasingly say.
The not so famous, but very close to Father More,
still talk about him. They include Hafeez Driver, the
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Timeline - Fr. E.F. More, S.J.
A Lifetime of Achievements
July 20, 1907

Born in Barcelona Spain.

1925

Joined the Society of Jesus at the age of 18

1929

Came to India

1951

Principal Campion School, Fort Bombay till 1964

July 17, 1965

Established Campion School Bhopal
Raised 21 lakhs in funds from Society of Jesus,
l
Campion Bombay and donations from Europe
l
Secured 10 acres from Govt. of Madhya Pradesh
l
Transferred 3 batches of boys from
St Joseph's Convent, Idgah to start Years Class V-VII

1970

Expanded Campion School Bhopal
l
l

Acquired 58 acres to expand facilities
Expanded from KG to Year Class XI

1972

Principal at St Lukes Senior Secondary School, Solan, Himachal Pradesh

1979

Helped established Campion Old Boys Association in Bhopal.

1980-88

Spirit behind the starting of a Co-Educational Hindi medium School for the poor &
needy.
Organised Medical Camps in slum areas also cleaniless, sanitation in
hygiene drives in slum areas.

1987

Silver Elephant Award - Highest award in India for Scouting - given by His
Excellency Mr. R. Venkataraman, President of India.

August 13, 1988

Passed away peacefully at Asha Niketan, Bhopal.
Baried in Campion School, Bhopal.
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Manolo had seven brothers. Alejandro, Luis and
Tomás died when they were born. The others were
José, Orestes, Antonio (who died in 2006 at 93), and
Joaquin. He also had three sisters: Mercedes who
died at 33 years of age due to Parkinson's disease,
Dolores who was my grandmother and died a few
years ago, and Anita who died at 54 .
When Manolo and his brothers finished school at
around 18 years of age they went to a Jesuit school
in Barcelona to study to become priests.
Fr More's family home in Pedrables, Barcelona, as it is today.

Father More's Roots:
A Tradition of Sacrifice
Beatriz Pla

E

mmanuel Ferdinand Moré, called “Manolo” by
his family, was born on July 20th, 1907 in
Barcelona City in a high quarter town known
as Pedralbes.

The family lived in a huge house with a garden, and
they also had a coach to go to Barcelona City Center.
The house was built in a modernist style. This house
was reconstructed a few years ago and now it is a
lawyer's office.
When they were children they went to The Jesuit
College. Manolo's father, José Moré, used to travel
very often to attend his business in Mallorca Island,
where he owned some farms and cake shops. His
mother, Ana de Mora stayed always at home.

It was here they proposed his travel to India. When
Manolo was about 22 he decided to go to India. In
those times it was not easy to travel so far, but his
brothers had gone to India before the Spanish Civil
War in 1936 - their parents did not see them again.
José was the first one who went to India and he
studied a lot of dialects to translate books there and
also taught Indian dialects.
Orestes died in India in a Mission in the mountains
due to a poisoned meal. He was living there with a
tribe called the Katkaris - he helped them and taught
them methods of work and how to combat diseases .
José and Joaquin also died in India.
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When they were older, only three of them could come
back to Barcelona for Christmas after many years.
My mother remembers them as very friendly and
very intelligent.Manolo and Joaquin were very
extroverted. José was very intellectual and didn't
speak too much.
The second time Manolo came to Barcelona he gave
my mother away in marriage in the cathedral of
Barcelona (see picture). Manolo was then 70 years
old.
During the Spanish Civil war the family house was
half destroyed by the communist tanks and they all
were persecuted. Manolo's parents managed to
escape in a boat to Italy, where their son Antonio was
living, and they came back when the war was
finished.
His sisters Dolores and Anita stayed in Barcelona
during the civil war working as nurses and they had
many difficulties.

My mother Ana de Mora does not work, my sister
Marta Pla works in a Navy Agency, my uncle Orestes
de Mora worked all his life in a bank and now he is
retired.
We are very proud of Manolo and his family even
though we have not had the opportunity to see all
their work.
We would love to visit India and congratulate all the
people who took care of Fr. Moré. We hope we can
come soon and we appreciate so much all the work
you are doing for the centenary.
(Beatriz Pla is Fr.More's grand niece and works for a
sports company in Barcelona.
Our heart felt thanks to Beatriz and her mother Ana
for their very personal and illuminating contribution Editor.)

When his parents came back from Italy they couldn't
go back to their house since it was half-destroyed
and they had to rent a flat in the centre of Barcelona.
His father died then and his mother died few years
later, they were so old.
His brother Antonio built a Jesuit school here in
Barcelona called “ San Estanislao de Kostka”, the
school I attended.
Now we live in the same house as my grandmother
(Dolores Moré, sister of Fr. Moré) with my uncle, my
mother and my sister.
Fr. More and my mother, Ana de Mora at her wedding.
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For those unfamiliar with the concept, here is a brief
description of this painful instrument of swift justice,
clearly derived from the dark practices of the
Spanish Inquisition.
Having got caught out infringing a rule or committing
a misdemeanour (usually after prior warnings), you
would find yourself cornered in the school grounds
by Fr. More. You would be held firmly with one arm
around your shoulder, while with the other hand Fr.
More would pinch a large area of skin on your chest
the 'Gold Medal'! Your exquisite pain would be
balanced by your peals of laughter, caused by the
vigorous tickling at the same time. You
squirmed and wriggled and tried your
hardest to break free to no avail.
At the same time, Fr. More would state
loudly, for the benefit of the gathering
crowd of gleeful onlookers, the crimes
of which you were accused and ask for
your repentance and commitment not to
transgress again. There was little
choice but to promise complete cooperation and with the details of the
event forever imprinted in your brain,
there was little danger of forgetfulness
in the future.
The message was not lost on the
spectators, either, with many swearing
to tread the rightful path - at least until
the next 'Gold Medal' was bestowed on
another hapless Campionite!
Thirtysix years back the then three young Dilip's..
(Chaudhary, Mishra and Rao) asked Father More:
"Father, what surprises you most about today's
Man? "
Father More replied in his inimitable style:

"Men today lose their health to make more and more
money... and then they lose more and more money
to restore their health.
By thinking anxiously about the future they forget the
present... and they live neither for the present nor for
the future.
They live, as if they will never die, and they die as if
they never lived!
Courtesy: Akhilesh Bhargava (1970)

'Gold Medals'
Treasured Teachings
Folks, here's what I saw one day when I
went to school a few years after passing
out. Father More was dressing
cuts/slashes on his hands and a few on
his face/head, and bleeding from some
of them.
Seeing my puzzled look, he smilingly told
me that the barbed wire fencing around
the (old) campus was very loosely fixed,
so he spent his Sunday single-handedly
tightening the barbed wires till they were,
in his words, "as tight as guitar strings!". He was over
70 years old, and frankly I can't imagine anyone else
I know taking on such a task.
Amazing? No, that was Father More!
Courtesy: Dilip Chaudhary (1970)
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Fr. More was indeed an incredible person. He set a
good example for 'where/when there is a will there is
a way". He accomplished wonders with hard work,
dedication and a very strong desire to push on
relentlessly. We didn't realize this back then as as
young kids, but now you can appreciate it.
Many times he'd thrill us by showing off his driving
abilities. During those days a transition was
underway between the old an new schools. Fr. More
would drive his Ambassador at almost 60-70 miles
per hour on those semi paved/dirt roads between
Habibganj and the old school at Tulsi Nagar.
Anyway, salute that soul!
Courtesy: Ragu Chakravarti (1971)

Dilip Chaudhary and I would often mind the Scout
Tuck Shop. One evening after school we were
taking stock and discovered we had received an
entire extra tray of (48) cream pastries!

Fr. More while explaining "flexibility" in Physics class
bent a plastic foot ruler which suddenly broke in two.
The entire class broke into peals of laughter. Fr.
More who initially, went a little red in the face,
realised the "funny side" of the situation and joined in
with the rest of the class (good sport that he was)!

What I loved about Father More
'Knock' on my head suddenly from nowhere
That was a nightmare!
I had may be a million 'knocks' on my head
I love and adore him for this trick
it worked wonders for me!

Courtesy: Rakesh Nagu (1969)

Being good Scouts, of course, we reported this fact
back to Fr. More and asked what we should do. Much
to our surprise and delight, he said, “Eat them!”
We went around the school handing out pastries to
anyone still around that late and ate the rest, in
raptures a schoolboy's heaven!
Fr. More, in his inimitable style, made our day and a
wonderful memory.
Courtesy: Dilip Rao (1970)

Courtesy: Amii Asthana (1970)

gj leUnj esa lkfgy ugha gksrk
gj tgkt+ esa felky ugha gksrh
vxj Q+knj eksj dk liuk ugha gksrk
rks 'kk;n dsfEi;u 6971 bl
eqdke ij ugha gkssrk
lkStU; % jke ewypankuh ¼1971½

Father More was not a subject teacher, nor a School
Principal ruling from a high back leather upholstered
chair.
He was a builder of character, values and attitudes.
He taught us how to channel our energies positively,
creatively, innovatively and constructively.
Vivid and fresh in our mind even after 40 years is an
incident where he taught us a lifetime lesson on the
dignity of labour - and there was no lecturing!
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About 75 of us Scouts were camping on a
abandoned air strip of World War II vintage on the
Madh Islands near the sea shore at a distance from
the then Bombay.
Just two days were enough to clog the eight WCs
which did not have piped water supply. Father More
could have called a Jamadaar and got the WCs
cleaned. But our "Spanish Harijan" had different
plans. He made all of us form a human chain to pass
buckets full of water from the nearest water source
100 meters away. He positioned himself at the WC
end of the human chain with a "Seenkh Jhadu" and
cleaned all the toilets himself!
His example not only put 75 of us Scouts to shame
but also opened our eyes to what we conceived as
“dirty” work and below our dignity.
Courtesy: Akhilesh Bhargava (1970)

Father More was truly Gods own Man - Bhagwan ka
Banda! A Priest who lived and worked tirelessly for
his school and his students. He also did weave the
staff into a close-knit family. The only time that Father
More gave an indication that he too had a family
(parents, brothers and sisters) was in 1968 when he
visited to his home town in Spain. He did carry gifts
back home and I did help him shop for these gifts - a
handbag, Bhopal's famous zari and bead purses
and a Benarsi saree for his niece.
The indulgent father that he was, he asked me what
he could get me from Spain. I was just out of my
teens and did hand him over a long wish list. On the
top of my list was a 'Mixie' (in those days imported
'Mixies' were the "in thing" for middle class kitchens).
My wish list also included varying shades of Yardley

and Revlon lipsticks, nail polishes and perfumes!
With a twinkle in his light bluish green eyes he
pocketed the list and assured me that with the help of
his niece he would "buy all the stuff and fill in the
entire order."
He came back and he did hand me over a really
grand 'Mixie' (still sitting tall in my kitchen and
working noisily, like my class in school). But he just
kept quiet about my other list of 'farmaish'. I waited
most patiently. After a week, which I thought was a
decent interval, I picked up the courage to corner him
at the coffee table in the staff room in the short
recess, in the presence of the entire staff.
Half sadly and half humourously he shook his
shoulders, clicked his tongue and lisped in his
unique style "Dheeyar young ladhy, you donth know
whath all that stuff of yours puth me intho. Those
chaps ath the custhoms lookedth at me with the
greatest suspicion and nearly caught me. They
asked me "What sorth of a priest are you man?
Carrying all ladhies sthuff? We would have detained
you if were you not a priesth ! "
The entire staff burst into roars of laughter which
echoed from side to side. I blushed and joined in the
fun too. Father was a sporting man - a team player
and a leader. The most unforgettable character I
ever came across. I cannot help smiling to myself
even today when I recall his hearty laugh and his rare
loving expression. May God rest his soul in peace.
Courtesy: Ms Uma Sharma (Teacher, 1965-1971)

Like the cool breeze in the hot summer days, which
brought a sensational relief to the body and soul,
these memories of Campion work wonders even
today. I still remember when in 1965 Campion
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School opened in Bhopal and three classes of
students were 'pulled' out of St. Joseph's, leaving all
those friends and heart throbs of the opposite sex
behind.
Our first school in 1250 Quarters (now Seva Sadan)
had a delayed opening. In those extended summer
weeks, lo and behold, Campion school sent us
text/study material and homework! I was not going
to let that mail spoil my extended summer vacation
and I never did study and finish the required
homework. I was not the only one, though some
studious ones did.
So the very first day I did get a tongue lashing from
our class teacher, Ms. Uma Sharma. I still remember
her words - "Yeh Dilip cut nahin chalega, study kyon
nahin kari aur saara home work kyon nahin hua, kal
jab school aao - saara homework complete hona
chahiye". Anway, that was the beginning of the
wonderful relationship with Ms. Uma Sharma, which
continues till today.
Sea Scouts was a new concept, interesting and
educational. How did Fr. More manage to find time
for all these activities and manage the school at the
same time is still beyond me.
Rakesh Nagu was our Sea Scout Troop Leader - a
great one indeed. I still remember when I was one of
the honor guards along with Rakesh at President
V.V. Giri's visit to Bhopal.
Time spent in Sea Scouts, those camping trips,
those badges we earned, that very excitement - were
all due to Fr. More's encouragement and
understanding. He always took the effort to put our
little souls at peace.

Fr. More as has been said was a 'karam yogi'. After
my leaving school, when he took ill and was in
Hamidia Hospital in 1972-73, I was with him
everyday in the hospital. Mohan Gidwani was
designated as the tour guide for Fr. More's brother
who was visiting Bhopal from Spain at that time. May
his memories and teachings and guidance be with us
for all the times to come.
Courtesy: Ram Mulchandani (1971)

My Father was in the Police. Naturally I was policed
at home too by my strict disciplinarian Father. His
word was always the last word...no pleas or tears
would make him change his thinking or decisions.
I always wanted to become an Engineer and I was
good at Maths. So when it came to choosing a
stream I took Mathematics. My Father blew his top
when he came to know that I was now on course to
become an Engineer! He had his own plans for me.
He wanted me to be a Doctor and the next day much
against my wishes, I was sitting in the Biology Class!
Days passed by with sadness and helplessness
enveloping me and my actions at school and at
home. For me life had come to a dead end. Father
More's sixth sense smelt that there was something
wrong with me. He quietly did his investigations and
then "summoned" me and said that he wanted to
meet my Father. My Father and God Father Fr. More
were closeted together for 30 minutes. My Father
came out smiling (for a change) and told me "Join
Maths! Become a Good Engineer.”
If I am a good Engineer today I owe it to my God
Father, Fr. More."
Courtesy: Mohan Shrivastava (1970)
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We used to sit on the low wall adjoining the school
and sports ground during breaks. With friends
fooling around, a pebble thrown at me hit my (very
prominent!) glasses and smashed one lens. I could
feel some pieces of glass in my eye, so holding a
hanky to my eye I made my way, with the help of
several others, to Fr. More's office (where else?)
I remember Fr. More was very calm and took some
wet cotton wool to remove gently the small sharp
splinters.
I was totally confident in his ability, in spite of the
obvious risk of losing an eye, and all went well.
Now I find I have been calm in any crisis, even when
my children were very ill or in pain- this has to be the
Fr. More influence!

handed over the old papers to Fr. More. He took the
papers and walked up to the cow dung lying
splattered in the assembly area - an unseemly sight.
He picked up the cow dung and cleaned the place.
Only then did he ask me to start the music.
All the boys and staff present there watched him
stumped and unable to move or speak. A humble act
which left an indelible imprint on all of us. He enacted
by action the values which he wanted his students to
imbibe.
Another incident: The weekly collection of the Scout
Tuck Shop was to be given to Fr. More. I counted the
money and put it in a packet with the amount written
on top. I handed over the packet in his office. He took
it and kept it in his drawer. “Father, would you not like
to check the amount?” I asked. He said, “Young man
I trust you - it will be O.K.

Courtesy: Dilip Rao (1970)

One afternoon as usual we were preparing for the
assembly before we dispersed to go home. I was
standing in the Scout Tuck Shop at one corner of the
assembly hall ready to switch on the music for the
boys to come marching into the assembly area.
Suddenly Fr. More asked me not to switch on the
music and to pass him some old newspapers. I

Then he told me how he had observed some staff
members counting their salary sitting right in front of
him.
They did not have the decency to even go
outside and count it. Let my children at least learn
this. This is who Fr. More was.
Courtesy: Hardeep Lamba (1970)
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Fathers & Brothers
Fr. Joachim Mascarehanas
Fr. Arthur F. D'Souza
Fr. John F. D'Souza
Fr. John Figueredo
Fr. Albert Menezes
Fr.Denzil Saldanha
Fr. Alban D' Mello

Our Founding
Fathers & Gurus
God Father
E. F. More, Principal

Fr. Willie Gomes
Fr. Derick Sneyd
Fr. Adrian D'cruz
Fr. Luis Menezes
Br. I Hernandes
Br. A. Periera

Teachers: 1965 - 71
Marquis Charles D' Silva
Ms. Veronica Rodriguez
Mr. Neville Fernandes
Ms. Meera Naraynan
Ms. S. Ramanathan
Mr. Iftikhar M. Khan
Mr. John Plammotil
Ms. Winnie James
Ms. Uma Sharma
Ms. A. M. Shinde
Mr. P. S. Ramola
Ms. Indu Kapoor
Mr. G. B. Shinde
Mr. R. L. Dwivedi
Ms. V. Rodrigues
Mr. A. Robinson

Ms. Manju Dhall
Mr. V. K. Singh
Ms. R. Sharma
Ms. V. Burman
Ms. P. Saxena
Mr. A. K. Ojha
Ms. R. Mathur
Mr. V. B. Apte
Ms. L. Trikha
Mr. V. G. Rao
Mr. M. Khan
Mr. K. Singh
Mr. Michael
Mr. T. Lobo
Mr. P. Dias
Mr. Vyas
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them.
The troops would finally march into the large shed
that served as our auditorium. The band really
looked forward to this, increasing the volume of our
playing to achieve an ear-splitting crescendo that
reverberated through the space.
At more formal events such as Sports Day, the Band
preened in our pristine white leather 'leggings'
exclusive trappings from the grand old era of the
English military, no doubt, that gave us great pride
and ensured an impeccable performance to
maintain the high standards set by Fr. More. At the
Scout Camps our opportunities to learn increased,

The School Band
Founding Band Master: Fr. More
Who can forget the resounding marching tune of the
Scout Band in the Assembly Hall on a Saturday
morning? With the glee of schoolboys allowed, nay
encouraged to make loud sounds, we bugled, we
kettle-drummed, we boomed on the base to a
crescendo that made our hearts dance!
Just the concept of a school band was unknown to us
in the backwaters of Bhopal in 1965. Fr. More not
only acquired the instruments, not cheap by the
standards of the day, he taught us to play from a
standing start. As we discovered in our formative
years, even though the bugle has only five notes
(though tiny Venkat could manage the sixth more
often than most) making it sound melodic is a
challenge! We started with the Scouting 'calls' 'Fall
In', 'Officer's Salute', 'General Salute', etc. then
moved on to marches, with the drummers providing
the rhythm and keeping the troops in step.
Every Saturday morning, when the Scouts and NCC
troops gathered for their activities, there was always
a 'march-past' with the Scout Band playing with

with the band mastering more complex marches and
the buglers getting some instruction from
accompanying Campion Bombay buglers. At Madh
Island, we finally mastered and played the most
difficult and demanding call, 'The Last Post'. A
haunting, moving melody, it would be an honour now
to play 'The Last Post' for Fr. More, who gave many of
us the priceless gift of making music.
BUGLERS
Dilip Chaudhary
Sanjay Verma
Ajay Sengupta
Ajay Sachdeva
Late Sugata Konar
Venkat Krishnan
Dilip Rao

BASE DRUM
Manjit Singh Bedi
Hardeep Lamba
DRUMMERS
Gautam Ganguly
Sharad Kapoor
Deepak Bhatia
CYMBALS
Mohan Tamhankar
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Campion Calls
Campion calls, Campion calls to courage and high chivalry
Campion calls, Campion calls to share responsibility
To peace, love, and charity; to honor truth and loyalty
Campion calls, Campion calls, Campion calls to you and me
Fair School, thy gracious gifts of mind and soul let me not miss
We pray that all Thy sons may reach their goal's eternal bliss
There is a challenge every man must meet who walks by day
But Campion steers me lest my wandering feet from grace should stray
Campion calls, Campion calls to courage and high chivalry
Campion calls, Campion calls to share responsibility
To peace, love, and charity; to honor truth and loyalty
Campion calls, Campion calls, Campion calls to you and me

Bless This House
(on which Bless this School was based)
Bless this house O Lord we pray; Make it safe by night and day;
Bless these walls so firm and stout, Keeping want and trouble out:
Bless the roof and chimneys tall, Let thy peace lie over all;
Bless this door, that it may prove ever open to joy and love.
Bless these windows shining bright, Letting in God's heav'nly light;
Bless the hearth a'blazing there, with smoke ascending like a prayer;
Bless the folk who dwell within, keep them pure and free from sin;
Bless us all that we may be Fit O Lord to dwell with thee;
Bless us all that one day we May dwell O Lord with thee.

Fr. More's School Band in Bombay
Fr. More started a School Band
in Campion School at Bombay
when he was the Principal (1951-64)
A few years after he came to Bhopal
the band got disbanded
It was again revived in 1996.
Fr. More's School Band in Bombay
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The Air & Sea Scouts
Founding Scout Master: Fr. More
'Be Prepared' the motto still rings in our ears and the
three-fingered salute comes naturally when you
think about it. And if any of us can cook today, it's
because of the beginning made at Scout Camp.
Making chapathis on a wood fire that rages out of
control is a lot harder than cooking on gas or electric

stoves, let me say!
At the 'pitch' for the new Campion School, the picture
Fr. More painted of intrepid 'Air' and 'Sea' Scouts
having adventures to rival the Famous Five (of Enid
Blyton) brought a gleam to many young eyes.
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While the Air Scouts at least 'flew' model airplanes,
the Sea Scouts rarely ventured into the water, but
that did not slow down the accumulation of 'badges'
for everything from swimming to basket-weaving!
Starting as a 'tenderfoot', Scouts graduated into
Second Class, then First Class Scouts. A few
scored the President's Scout award.
Besides the development of personal skills of a
practical nature, organization was another learning
experience. Thirty-six boys were grouped into

patrols of six with a Patrol Leader, all reporting into a
Troop Leader. Patrols competed with each other
and the two troops competed with each other as well,
whether in badges won or monkey bridges built or
villagers saved in mock rescues.
But the most exciting events were the annual Scout
Camps, when sleeping (or pretending to sleep)
under the stars in tents was a novelty and the food
(often basic) was still more interesting in an enamel
plate!
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Of all the Scout Camps, our first to Madh Island in
Bombay remains the most memorable. For may, it
was our first trip anywhere without our parents, let
alone to a large, exciting metropolis as we pictured
Bombay. Fr. More organised every detail of the trip,
with the support, we later discovered, of his 'old boys'
from Campion Bombay.
Landing up at St Xaviers' School in the heart of the
city, raced around the corridors of the gothic stone
buildings, exploring much like Harry Potter and
friends at Hagworts. The food was great, with eggs
fried at breakfast in an enormous vat of oil that could
easily have been used from ramparts to keep out the
invading hordes.
Sightseeing around Bombay included a late night
9:30 pm show of 'The'Sound of Music' (a first for
many, who seethed with excitement at this
unexpected laxity of regimen). The highlight was a
visit to Raj Kapoor Studios with the famed showman
in attendance, along with a couple of pimply boys
who we gathered were his children (presumably
Randhir and Rishi Kapoor). We were fascinated by
the set of 'Mera Naam Joker' with a miniature train
set that was used instead of the real thing the
secrets of early Bollywood film-making were
revealed to the eager crowd. The evident respect for
Fr. More, wherever we went in Bombay, was even
more impressive.

Madh Island itself, a private beachfront resort, was a
dream holiday destination. The swaying palms,
balmy breezes fluttering our tent flaps and the warm
rays of the morning sun soothed our slumber until
we were rudely interrupted by the bugle call at 5:30
am. The days passed quickly as we busied
ourselves in Scouting activities hiking, cooking,
marching, tent inspections, taking badge tests,
swimming in the rough seas, boating as well as
singing at the campfires (with songs from 'My Fair
Lady' being popular at that time) and playing at
Smugglers and Coast Guards late at night.
While he had a few ex-Campionites from Bombay
assisting, it appeared as if Fr. More was everywhere.
We learned more about life, team work and values in
those ten days at Camp than we might have in a year
of normal life at home.
With the Scouts, Fr. More gave us the fondest
memories of childhood - what greater gift could one
ask for?

It seemed doors were opened by magic for this man
about town. Visits to a naval training centre, INS
Hamla and even to the magnificient aircraft carrier
INS Vikrant were organised while the Scouts were
marshalled and transported by road and train to each
delight.
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voice, I could understand what he was saying.
Not very impressed by yet another boring school
lecture similar to that of the many Mothers and
Sisters at St Joseph's, I was in sleep mode when
suddenly I heard words like games, hockey and
football. I was immediately awake and interested as I
realized 'this is different'. I was very impressed when
Fr. More assured us that each class section would
have its own playground and that the games period
would be scheduled daily. He also promised us a

Father More:
In the year 1965, one of the many activities occurring
at the sleepy town called Bhopal was an address by
a priest to a bunch of disinterested kids. Not many of
us knew or cared to know why a human called
Reverend Father EF More, S. J. came to our town
and wanted to open a school called Campion. I had
a very indifferent attitude towards this person when
he started speaking.
We were very well-settled at St. Joseph's Convent, a
co-educational school, a so-called elite institution. I
did not know the meaning of elite nor cared to know.
School for me at that time meant escape from home
and I really looked forward to it everyday. Unlike
today there was no Internet, no video games nor
iPods for kids to rush back to, so school remained
our favourite daily outing. I concentrated more on
field games like hockey, football and cricket.
I recall the day we were shepherded into a room to
listen to Father More. Initially I had a tough time
trying to understand what he was saying since his
pronunciation and strong accent were so 'foreign' to
me. After some time, once my ears got attuned to his

A Nation Builder
Virendra Pratap Singh (1971)

swimming pool, horse riding, scouting - and the
moon itself, it seemed to me! I had made up my mind
that I would opt for this school since I considered
myself manly and sporting and was sick of the
punishments that I received due to the sneaky
complaints of the girls.
That was the starting point of my wonderful and long
relationship with Fr. More. Not a case of immediate
attraction, clearly. The relationship took its own time
to mature, like fine wine. In fact we became very
close after I got my Commission as an officer of the
Indian Army. He was slightly disappointed that I did
not join the Navy as promised to him when I left
school.
When we joined Campion, our section was handled
by Brother Derrick Snyed. He really had us on the
mat with his discipline. How I now repented joining
Campion! We had our own independence at
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Convent and could do pretty much whatever we felt
like. Campion turned out to be like a Gestapo camp:
rules, rules and 'More' rules. The Convent regime
was more tolerant than the “More's” regime. There
you could get away with a breach of the uniform code
but not here. Attendance and punctuality was
another headache.
To top it all we even started missing the sneaky girls after all there was no one in Campion whom we could
try to 'impress'! I for one suspected that Fr. More had
even compiled a list of us who were to be kept under
surveillance.

class. I was sure there was a mistake somewhere but
Br Derrick stood there grinning. It was only later I
learnt of the conspiracy.
Such 'flying cycle' visits were a source of great worry
for I could not pull fast ones on my mother
(fortunately there was very little interaction with my
father). Once to my horror I found Fr. More at my
home, sitting on a 'patta' having hot 'phulkas' straight
from the 'chullah' and talking to my mother. How they
communicated was beyond me for my Ma could not
speak english. But knowing Fr. More, which I did not
at that time, nothing was impossible. He could brow
beat a mason and teach him a lesson or two at his
own game.

The first three months were hell. Soon we realized
that there was no going
Later in life we used to
back and it was in our
discuss the dedication and
interest to fall in line with the
Once to my horror I found Fr. More at
involvement of Fr. More's
tough team of Fr. Louis,
my home, sitting on a 'patta' having
team. Some amongst us
Willie Gomes and Joachim
hot 'phulkas' straight from the
stated that it was purely a
Carvalho, among others.
'chullah' and talking to my mother.
stunt to win over our
(The last had the most
parents. Others, slightly
devastating football kick,
more generous, thought
which could even tear the
that since the 'Padris' did not have much to do, they
net!).
used their idle time (as “time pass”) and visited our
homes, chatted with our parents, got to know us and
Fr. More's team did not spare us even after school.
They had a nasty habit of picking up their bicycles
and pedaling up to the home of those unfortunate
ones who lived close by. I was one of the condemned
ones, for one day to my horror I found Br Derrick in
front of 34/4 TT Nagar my home. Soon he was
hobnobbing with my father and calling me a rascal
with a mischievous look in his eyes. Surprisingly my
father did not scold me but had a faint smile on his
face. I decided to puncture his bike but courage
deserted me at the last moment. Next day we
received our monthly report card. To my horror and
surprise Fr. More announced my name as first in
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our families better, since in those days their was no
TV. Well you can draw your own conclusions, but
these visits have been etched for eternity in my soul.

was State Board exams or beyond. In fact a closer
look at the 1969-71 batches reveals that we have
been doing quite well. I for one used to boast at the
National Defence Academy that my entire class
would have qualified for NDA had they genuinely
wanted to do so. So much for those who feared that
the academic performance of Campion would be
poor.

We had a lot of activities other than studies in our
school. Initially these were also dubbed by some of
our elders as money earning tricks for they involved
uniforms other than school uniform, contributions,
and time that was meant only for studies. Fortunately
Today as I write this, I
for us, Fr. More did not care
wonder why I am doing so.
too much for such elders or
Pandit Nehru believed that the children
I can say with conviction
their opinions. We went
shape the destiny of the Nation. Fr. More
that ALL of us have fond
ahead with picnics,
shaped the destiny of so many young
memories of Fr. More. For
elocutions, Parents' Day,
people in India, who today are
myself, I admit without any
Sports' Day, various Saints'
contributing to Nation building.
disrespect to my father that
Days and many other
it is because of Fr. More I
eventful “days”. We also
can stand on my own feet and face this world in a
had regular extra-curricular activities like Scouting
very creditable manner.
and NCC. Most of us enjoyed these since it meant
that we were away from classes and books. Some
What did he teach me that I worship, admire and
studious bookworms worried that they would lose
respect him so? The answer in brief is that no facet of
out on academic performance. Such exceptions
apart, no one cribbed.
In fact the more we had of it, the more we wanted.
We went on camps and hikes, tried for Scouting
Proficiency Badges like Campers, Hikers, Trekkers,
Jungle Goph, etc. Life was great. The beauty was
that when the results came we did not fare as badly
as the bookworms expected. In fact the scores were
quite good, much better than those of some studious
types, surpassing all expectations.
We went along with his vision, not realizing that
Fr. More was aiming at body, mind and soul, building
our personality, shaping us for life. Academics was
only one part of this grooming. The surprising thing
was that when we reached the competitive stage of
academic life we did not feel handicapped, whether it
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my being is complete without his contribution.
Of the many things learnt, let me enumerate only a
few. He taught me to strive for excellence. He told me
in the school days itself, “Virendra, always aim for the
top, I know you can reach it”. By personal example
he taught me never to compromise on my values. He
taught me not to accept sub-standard work. He
taught me the dignity of labour and being self-reliant.
He taught me above all to BE PREPARED. This
might appear as a borrowed slogan from Baden
Powell, but then I learnt it from Fr. More. This last one
became a habit with me and on more than one
occasion has saved the lives of my soldiers and my
own because we were prepared for the hostilities we
faced. This mantra is not new but what he taught me
was 'how to prepare ' .He himself used to prepare for
all activities very meticulously and plan in great detail.
After joining the Army I found that Standard Operating
Procedures for certain activities were modeled on the
same format as that coined by Fr. More.
One could go on like this for ever and yet not be able
to do justice to this man. During the reunion in
December 2006 I recall that all of us were unanimous

Boy Scouts at Madh Islands

in our opinion that humans like Fr More are rare and
we were indeed privileged to be associated with him
at a very critical phase of our life.
Pandit Nehru believed that the children shape the
destiny of the Nation. Fr. More shaped the destiny of
so many young people in India, who today are
contributing to Nation building. Indeed he can rightly
be dubbed as a True Indian. He embodied “selfless
service”.
Father Thujhe Salaam.

Boy Scouts at INS Hamla
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A Brief Moment in Time
Raj Panjwani (1970)
School - the very image of this word raises ripples of
different hues within me, like the colours of a rainbow
reflected on the Bada Taal. The memories are as
sublime as the soft wind carrying the husky aroma
after the first drizzle, on the hot and parched grounds
of Tajul-Masajid.
School - in the crevices of my mind, has always been
a place of complete freedom - and absolute fun of
course, occasionally in defiance of instructions from
well-intentioned, loving teachers coupled with those
of my dear mother. It is this spirited fun and freedom
of a child and the not so frequent conflicts with
guardians that I feel is what eventually gave the girth
and depth to the evolution of my personality.

In school, I was not so academically inclined, and
normally found myself in the middle order of merit in
my class; a reasonably good student who every
teacher claimed, “can improve, if he only works a bit
harder!”. With a robust zeal to explore the world,
treading on paths - though not immoral - perceived to
be out of bounds for boys of that young age, that was
me.
Nature, with its abundance of freedom, has always
fascinated me - even when I was in school. The Bada
Taal, with men, both young and old, sitting with their
fishing rods and the encircling green cover, lush with
trees and the chirping of birds, drew me to its womb.
This attraction was one of the few instances that had
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placed me on a collision course with instructions of
the higher moral order, disregard for which was
meted out with swift and immediate correctional
justice.
The modus operandi was simple and innocent. I had
witnessed that at the morning assembly inspection, if
any student was found not wearing the regimented
school uniform, he would be asked to leave and go
home. On one occasion, a boy, who by design or
otherwise, (a mystery that I have never unravelled,
was sent home as he was wearing coloured and not
the prescribed white socks. It was
this incident that triggered the
thoughts and the plan of action. All I
had to do was to carry a pair of
coloured socks in my pocket,
change them in the bus and within 15
minutes of my disembarking, would
be sternly asked to go home!
Home, I would reach on the
appointed hour, tired and ruffled up,
as if it was one more tedious day at
school; none being the wiser of the gallivanting,
carefree hours spent on the banks of the Bada Taal,
watching the fishing, with an occasional puff of some
inexpensive mentholated tobacco stick. It was on the
third such dalliance with nature that Father More
smelt the fish, called up home, and the cat was out of
the bag. At home that evening I was met with a
barrage of shouts and screams with an overdose of
“why's”? Any rational explanation crossing my mind
appeared hollow and futile. Punishment, the
harshest as I felt at that time, was pronounced and
implemented, being debarred from going out and
playing with my friends.
Next day at school, soon after arrival, I was directed
to report during the lunch break to Father Joachim. It

was like hearing the ultimate corporal sentence. Until
then, I had only heard of it, but that day, I had to brace
myself to face stoutly the pain and the sting of my first
ever corporal punishment. The tool to inflict this pain
was a short whip made of five thin white ropes with
several knots on each strand. The whip was lashed
four times with full force on each palm, which, after
the exorcism turned red and swollen. I must confess
that to this day, I do not bear any ill will or animosity
towards Father Joachim, though he was, at that time
in my mind - the epitome of cruelty; who after
whipping the boys, so was the rumour, would whip
his own back with a longer whip, to
atone for the pain he had inflicted
and possibly for failing to steer the
boys on his self-created righteous
path.
Personally, though I view corporal
punishment as a hangover of a very
barbaric past, upon reflection, I feel
that meting out quick correctional
justice is less painful than inflicting
punishments which deprive the child
for prolonged durations of his joys and freedoms.
Over the years, after completing school, I have
visited and revisited the Bada Taal. In between my
environmental legal work and my fragmented life in
the city, the lake, over the decades, has quietly
seeped into my inner interstices. It has, unknown to
me, been a healer and a life force, which I was to
discover much later. Walking on its embankments,
its reassuring calm and solitude resonated with
layers of my self, as they uncovered themselves,
even to me. A childhood excursion on the Bada Taal,
which evolved into a lifelong, passionate fascination
with nature, is one single most precious gift, for
which I shall ever be indebted to my school, my
teachers, my parents and to Bhopal.
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interactions with self and society.
I am pleased to share with you all some of the
lessons I found personally enriching, perhaps to add
to your own.
"Whatever you do in life, do so with a sense of total
passion and conviction. This is the hallmark for
achieving success in our goals."
Recall the dedication with which Father More used to
teach subjects in the classroom, the unflagging zeal
behind building us into Boy Scouts, the infectious
enthusiasm with which he taught some of us aero-

Father E.F. More
Inspiring by Example
Ajay Sachdeva (1969)
Coming together from around the world after over
three decades, to relive those great moments we
cherish and to pay him tribute - this is ample
testimony that Father More was, and remains, a
shining icon of inspiration to us all.
It is aptly said that life has to be lived in looking
forward but lessons be learnt by introspecting the
past. Speaking for myself it is only today, after having
experienced life in its various shades and hues that I
really understand and appreciate all the values that
Father More steadfastly upheld and took pains to
nurture in us.
Upon reflection I find that there has been so much to
learn from him - key tenets that provide sharp
insights into how we need to live our lives not just in
our respective work places but also in our

modelling and so on. Every action and his very body
language signalled a burning desire to give his very
best to us so that we in turn could put our best foot
forward.
I can't forget how each function in the school (be it
Sport's Day, Parent's Day, Republic Day Parade, et
al) was so meticulously planned and executed.
Father More was always at the forefront and leading
by example. Remember how elegantly he used to
march and take the salute - a stance so erect it would
put young cadets to shame!
"We need to feel a bit of 'pain' and step out of our
comfort zone in life, if we wish to grow and evolve."
Father More's 'knock on the head' (wasn't it really
solid?!), his favourite 'gold medals' and rigorous
disciplinary strictures were all meant for our good - so
that we understood the value of self-discipline and
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emerged stronger as individuals. For him, perfection
was something to strive for in every aspect of our
actions by consciously "taxing" ourselves to realise
our true potential. I recall this in various examples
learning to tie various knots after getting it wrong
umpteen times or the way to hold our staves as Boy
Scouts whilst marching; as a bugler in the school
band he would make us practise until we were out of
breath till we got that perfect note!
"When you believe in yourself, there is nothing that
you cannot achieve."

others?"
At the core of Father More's mentoring was the need
for each individual to find his own way of manifesting
his inherent potential and competencies (it could
have been anything Academics, Dramatics, Sports,
Music etc.).
I believe he instilled in us the
importance of becoming responsible, selfless
individuals of strong character who could create
value not just for ourselves but for a larger cause touching others' lives in a positive way.

I am sure there are many other lessons - I decided to
I learnt this pretty much late in life. We can remain
pen some which came immediately to mind (or rather
bogged down in life living amidst self-created blocks
heart). Father More to me was truly inspirational in
and obstacles, limiting our growth and true potential
more ways than one and I miss him in today's times
with boundaries
when the world
we have drawn
faces a scarcity of
ourselves.
Father More to me was truly inspirational in more ways than people with such
one and I miss him in today's times when the world faces a daunting courage,
Remember how
simple Father
scarcity of people with such daunting courage, tenacity of t e n a c i t y o f
purpose and a
More made
purpose and a determination to win against all odds without determination to
climbing and
compromising ethics and integrity.
win against all
navigating the
odds without
monkey bridge?
compromising
He made us
ethics
and
integrity.
realise (I guess one didn't at that point in time!) that it
is not the monkey bridge that is a challenge. The real
challenges we had to overcome were our own builtin fears, insecurities and inadequacies.
Clearly an important example of how every so-called
problem can actually be turned into an opportunity
for learning and growth!
"Success in life comes not just by being
academically bright. It comes by asking ourselves Did we emerge as men of strong integrity and
character? And more importantly - how much of a
difference were we able to make in the lives of

Does the above sound too idealistic for a person?
Well I expect he had his share of imperfections but
life is about respecting those very imperfections in
the belief that there was so much to learn from the
virtues in his strengths. In short I liked and loved
Father More as he was.
The title of the book which the students lovingly put
together for him, "The man who taught us
everything", perhaps best sums up the manner in
which he touched our lives!
Long Live Father More.
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Einstein's amongst us!
The Scout troops Sea and Air were a big drawcard,
being a new and unknown concept to most of us.
The model airplanes he described, with Scouts
making them soar and swoop through the skies,
made our eyes glisten with excitement. The line for
applicants to the Air Scouts was long indeed!
The proposed marching band, with drums and
bugles drew more ooh's and aah's from a bunch of
boys with little or no musical exposure beyond
(mixed) choir groups.
Fr. More spoke of three 'seasons' of sport - football,
hockey and cricket with a daily session of sporting

Understanding Fr. More
Dilip Rao (1970)
Clearly, Fr. More had a deep and lasting impact on
me and a large number of my fellow Campionites.
We have been inspired by his deeds and influenced
by his values. The stories and anecdotes of
students and teachers alike live on as legends to be
told and retold like the Mahabharata, keeping his
memory alive and the lessons renewed.
As a student in one of the three 'founding' batches
plucked from St Joseph's Convent at Idgah to set up
the new boys' school, I remember the picture Fr More
painted when telling us why we should join Campion.
Normal schooling with books and teachers were
taken for granted; the temporary 'sheds' sounded
cool enough and we couldn't care when they were to
be replaced with more traditional buildings. The
laboratories, with Bunsen burners no less, would
surely bring out the Dr Frankenstein's if not the Dr

activity. This surpassed, by an order of magnitude,
playing 'gadha maar' with a tennis ball in the lunch
break! And of course the 'Sports Day' would crown
the top athletes among us as if by the Emperor in a
Roman amphitheater.
Not for one moment did we think this grand vision
would not come to pass. Little did we know of how
much was still to be done, how many obstacles Fr
More and his small team would have to overcome to
'make it happen'.
But make it happen he did, and never was there a
hint of disappointment among the boys as life at
Campion unfurled over the years to follow it was all
bigger and better than our wildest dreams!
But what drives a man of 70, when most people
would have 'retired', to start a school anew- a 'startup' that today's boldest entrepreneurs would shy
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away from at 25? What of the man himself, behind
the many roles we saw him play tirelessly through the
years?
So I researched the Jesuits, a religious order we all
knew by name, if only by the 'S.J.' in Fr. More's muchreplicated signature. In the origins and objectives of
this Society I found many of the underpinnings of
Fr. More's values and beliefs that we have come to
admire.
I cannot recall a single conversation with him,
though, that promoted either the Society of Jesus or
even the broad Catholic faith. Campion School was
secular and embraced students and teachers of all
religions.
While the man was clearly more than the movement,
understanding the Society of Jesus helped me
understand Fr. More a little better.
The order of Jesuits has a tradition of learning and
science. We talk glibly of 'mission statements' in the
corporate world. Surely such profit-motivated goals
pale before Fr. More's mission to establish
educational institutions of the highest standard? Fr
More may not have had a PhD in any subject, but

Fr. More may not have had a PhD in
any subject, but more importantly he
gave us a love of learning and inquiry,
whatever subject he took up.
more importantly he gave us a love of learning and
inquiry, whatever subject he took up. Who can forget
his experiments conducted in Physics and
Chemistry, whether breaking a ruler or destroying
with acid the handkerchief of some hapless student
to our gales of laughter?
Jesuits have no distinctive habit, i.e. they dress like
the rest of us. While on occasion I remember
Fr. More in priestly robes, his half-sleeved shirts and
baggy trousers were practical and commonplace.
The khaki pith helmet was his headgear of choice
when supervising the enormous number of building
projects he undertook.
In principle, Jesuits may accept no ecclesiastical
office or honour. When did we ever see Fr. More
wanting his name in lights? Scouting was the one

Society of Jesus
A religious order of the Roman Catholic Church, its members are called Jesuits. St. Ignatius of Loyola, its
founder, named it Companã de Jess [Span.,=(military) company of Jesus]; in Latin it is Societas Jesu (abbr.
S.J.). Today the society numbers about 23,800 members; in the United States, where there were
approximately 4,500 Jesuits in 1992, there are many Jesuit schools and colleges (e.g., Georgetown,
Fordham, and St. Louis universities). The society is also noted for its foreign missionary work.
One of the most brilliant of all foreign missionaries was St. Francis Xavier. The Indian mission began under
the aegis of the Portuguese in Goa, whence it spread over the country.
Over 2.5m students benefit from 3,730 educational institutions with Jesuit affiliations. Amazingly, only
4,000 Jesuit educators leverage 125,000 other personnel to deliver this learning - a 30:1 leverage that
makes the model work.
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arena in which he was recognised with the 'Sliver
Elephant' but lesser men than him have received
higher honours.
The simple vows of the 'regular' Jesuit are: chastity,
poverty, and obedience. I find the vow accepting
'poverty' particularly powerful - when Fr. More raised
money for the school, not one rupee was going to line
his own pocket! As entrepreneurs or corporate
players, many of us have raised money, but always
with a selfish purpose as well. He wrote in one letter
to me in later years, 'I could have been a wealthy
man, with the opportunities that came my way. I
simply chose a higher purpose.'

I could have been a wealthy man,
With the opportunities that came my way.
I simply chose a higher purpose.

The Jesuits were 'suppressed' in all Catholic
countries and expelled from several, until the Pope
'restored' them in 1814. No wonder Fr. More never
took 'no' for an answer, whether from a student or a
high-powered Government official! Against all odds,
Fr. More secured funding, land and approvals to get
Campion going in Bhopal.
Many of us saw Fr. More undertaking work that would
have been considered 'beneath his station' by our
cultural and religious standards. Whether it was
hammering nails to fix a broken fence, picking up a
broom and 'phenyl' to wash the dirty toilets or giving a
laborer a helping hand with a heavy 'tagadi' during
construction, we never saw Fr. More flinch or
hesitate because it was not his role or distasteful to
perform. How could you not follow by example such
a man of the highest Gandhian principles?

His faith in God surely was a powerful driver, and by
example and leadership, drives the lesser mortals
that we are. - aspiring only to become, in some small
way, a little more like Fr. More.

Of his personal journey prior to Campion Bhopal, I
now have a glimpse provided by his grand-niece
Beatriz. Living a comfortable life in upper-class
Barcelona, what made Manolo (as he was called)
join his brothers to take up the cloth, then embark on
a journey across the globe to change the lives of
thousands of Indians?
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Even after 30 years the love, respect and feeling of
his students for Father More borders on worship.
There is a burning desire to do something as
'Shradhanjali' and 'Gurudakshina' that would be in
his memory and perhaps carry on his legacy.
A lot has already been done in the past by the
Campion Old Boys' Association. Father More's
resting place was given a face lift, a bust of Father
More was installed prominently in the school building
foyer, among other initiatives.
Thirty years since he was the Principal and 18 since
his passing, the memories of Fr. More at Campion
have dimmed, as may be expected. While his
stories are legendary to us, the alumni of 1969-71,
the current crop of students knows nothing of him or
his values that underpin the School to this day.
The group that emerged from the alumni of 1969-71
also debated our views and brainstormed ideas until
finally a vision evolved for how we could repay our
own debt and immortalize our Guru:
“To bring back the guiding spirit of Father More to
Campion School and our own lives.”
A variety of ideas have already been generated and
will require the commitment of time by alumni, the
engagement of the School and perhaps a small fund
to help good ideas take off.
Some initiatives to be taken up in 2007 have been
identified, though we expect these may be refined
with the needs and interests of the stakeholders.
l

Alumni to 'adopt' Classes IX to XII and engage
with teachers and parents to offer v o c a t i o n a l
and career guidance;

l

Contribute to the School's performance via
structured skills training, talks by subject matter
experts and personal development courses;

l

Gymnasium for students, staff and visiting
alumni to facilitate ongoing interaction.

The Fr. More Foundation
Akhilesh Bhargava (1970)
An organization to help coordinate resources and
ideas, raise funds and allocate them to approved
initatives and ensure engagement of alumni, school
and students in the vision is proposed. This will be
the Father More Foundation to be incorporated as a
charitable institution.
A management team was appointed by the alumni
assembled or the 6971 Reunion in December 2006:
l Manjit Bedi (69)
l Pramod Agarwal (69)
l Akhilesh Bhargava (70) as Chairman
l Ajay Gopal (71)
l Anwar M Khan (72)
l Dilip Rao as Strategic Planner
l Jayanand Govindraj (69) Finance Controller
An amount of Rs 7,00,000 has already been pledged
by the alumni at the reunion and will form the starting
base for the Foundation's corpus.
Over 2007, the 100th anniversary of Fr. More's birth
the Foundation will pursue agreed initiatives and we
seek your support in both time and funding.
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Contributions to the Father More Foundation to be made to :
Jayanand Govindraj
75, 2nd Street, Karpagam Avenue R.A. Puram, Chennai - 600 028.
Akhilesh Bhargava
B-237, Shahpura, Bhopal - 462 039.
Bank Account
Father More Memorial Fund, Bhopal.
E-Mail : fathermorecentenary@gmail.com

Website : www.fathermore.com
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